TREND AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INEQUALITY OF SOCIAL OPPORTUNITY

This article sets out a new method for the analysis of inequality of social opportunity. The shortcomings of the previous concepts and measures attempting to assess the degree of openness of the mobility process independently of marginal effects are displayed. The suggested new approach refers to relative opportunity distributions of individuals according to their social origin. Starting from the premise that these distributions underlying the observed allocation of social positions are continuous, it is assumed that it is possible to compare them using straight lines. The various slopes of the lines represent inequality of social opportunity coefficients which permit trend and comparative analysis of the mobility process net results.
Trend and comparative analysis of inequality of social opportunity
1.Introduction
Sociologists have long striven to distinguish two types of social mobility: 'structural' mobility and 'exchange' or 'circulation' mobility. The notion of structural mobility refers to the changes in status forcibly brought about by the differences in size of origin and destination categories. On the other hand, the notion of exchange or circulation mobility refers to mobility that arises from the intrinsic openness of the mobility process. Sociologists have attempted to control for marginal effects (structural mobility)
because they sought to assess, in a comparative perspective, the importance of the redistribution of social privileges attributed to the social processes at work. While this framework has largely been abandoned, the aim of appraising the intrinsic degree of openness of societies is still alive and needs conceptual clarity.
The following sets out to review briefly the major models developed thus far, as well as the problems they raise. A new approach is then proposed, based on the characterization of relative opportunity distributions of individuals according to their social origin. Starting from the premise that these distributions underlying the observed allocation of social positions are continuous, it is assumed that it is possible to compare them using straight lines. The various slopes of the lines represent inequality of social opportunity coefficients which permit trend and comparative analysis of the mobility process net results.
Principal concepts and models
From 'mobility ratios' to 'odds ratios'
Contemporary research on social mobility has been developing since the late 1940s. More specifically, it dates back to the analyses carried out by Rogoff (1953) and Glass (1954) , who sought to qualify the influence of social origin on social destination despite the differences in size among the various social categories and among the distributions of these categories from one generation to another.
They introduced the concept of 'mobility ratio' or 'index of association', which is the ratio of frequency observed in a given cell in the mobility (Miller 1960) . However, various critical commentaries have shown its limits (Billewicz 1955 ; Yasuda 1964 ; Blau and Duncan 1967, Tyree 1973) . In particular, the values of the association indices vary within intervals depending on the margins n i. et n. j . Measurements set up in order to control for structural mobility and assess the intrinsic openness of the mobility process were later refined (Matras 1960; Yasuda 1964; Boudon 1972 Boudon , 1973 Persson 1977) .
The fact that changes in occupational structure necessarily affect the types of relationship among social strata is a limit inherent to the pursuit of 'pure' mobility (Noble 1979; Goldthorpe 1980 Goldthorpe : 74, 88, 2000 Cherkaoui 2003 ). Measurement of rates of exchange between social categories, 'all other things being equal' -i.e. by controlling for the mobility which is forced out by discrepancies in occupational structure -means making an artificial distinction between forced individual mobility (calculated on the basis of the differences between marginal distributions) and free individual mobility (calculated on the basis of equal marginal distributions), which make it difficult to interpret the rate of 'free' mobility measured 1 . In addition, the marginal distribution of social origins in a mobility table does not represent an occupational distribution at any prior point in time (Duncan 1966) . As suggested by Duncan, it is better to consider the intergenerational mobility matrix not as information on mobility but as information on the dependence of sons' statuses on fathers' statuses.
Given the conceptual problems of distinguishing 'structural' and 'circulation' mobility, the nonproblematic concepts of 'absolute' and 'relative' rates of mobility have been preferred. The latter are in the form of odds ratios and measure 'social fluidity'. Second-order odds ratios 2 have proved to be of particular interest because they are, though in a limited sense, 'insensitive' to margins This change in conceptual orientation has been accompanied by a change in the type of social process results which were to appraise. Sobel (1983) pointed out that log-linear models cannot be used to partition mobility into structural and circulatory components which earlier research had attempted to discern because associations in a mobility table cannot be equated with the concept of 'circulation' mobility. However the key point is not yet well established in the literature: odds ratios do not control for 'forced' mobility. Arguments put forward developed the idea that proportional adjustment does not control for the availability of positions. In other words, odds ratios significance in relation to the social selection process is not independent of margins: changes in the proportions selected for various social destinations or in selected class boundaries will affect the measured relationship between selection and stratification (Blackburn and Marsh 1991: 517) . Thus great care must be exercised when drawing conclusions from analyses of odds ratios (Harrison 1988, Blackburn and Prandy 1997) . On the basis of classic models of mobility processes from which contingency tables may be drawn up, such as vacancy models and Markov models, it appears that changes in marginal distributions cause variations in odds ratios, whereas the processes themselves remain stable, thus showing the ambiguity of such variations (Sorensen 1977 , Harrison 1988 ).
Major classical approaches shortcomings
The solutions developed to account for the intrinsic openness of the mobility process were based either on the notion of 'exchange' or 'circulation' mobility (defined in opposition to mobility caused by changes in the occupational distribution of the labor force) or on indices of association (defined in opposition to the state of statistical independence between social categories of origins and destinations). -or measurement of the association links between origin and destination categories is based on selection requirements which vary with the distribution of destination categories, in which case it does not allow assessment of inequality of opportunities in the selection process.
A response to these problems is to define the social opportunities of individuals on the basis of an opportunity scale with equal distances from top to bottom at all points of time. As this scale provides a fixed reference point from one population to the next with respect to opportunity, its meaning is independent of structural changes in the stratification system. In addition it expresses the idea of vertical mobility which remains at the basis of the concept of inequality of social opportunity 6 . McClendon (1977) offers a solution based on the use of standardized prestige scales and the analysis of regression.
However, this model is limited in its application, notably because of use of non-classical stratification categories 7
. A new method is proposed in this paper which does not rely on a detailed ranking of occupations. One has not to assume that the stratification order is continuous in nature. As shown below, the key point is that relative opportunity distributions of individuals from various social groups may be evaluated using continuous models.
Analysis of relative social opportunity distributions of individuals according to their social origin
Definition of continuous opportunity distributions
It is of interest to consider that -underlying their access to a set of privileged social destinations - 
Definition of the coefficients of opportunity inequality
Let one distinguish a set of privileged social positions and measure the inequality of opportunity of access to this set. For that let one define a model of the opportunity distribution of individuals from a given category C i using a (
The a i coefficient corresponds to the continuous and linear opportunity distribution which would shows the observed ratio between those of C i origin who accede to the privileged social positions and those who do not 
Calculation and properties
In order to calculate a i for each category C i under consideration, it is possible to use the value of the rate of access x ij of C i to the set of privileged social positions C j , as follows:
The a i /2 coefficient is calculated as a regression coefficient between two dummy variables (access to C j being the independent variable and belonging to C i the dependent variable). 
The zero-sum expresses an idea contained in the 'exchange', 'circulation' or 'pure' mobility concepts as they are composed by flows which cancel each other.
(2) If social categories are aggregated, the slope of the line characterizing the distribution of social opportunities for individuals coming from the aggregated categories is equal to the sum of the slopes of the lines characterizing the social opportunities distributions of each of these categories.
(3) If the coefficient of opportunity of a given social group is a i , the coefficient of opportunity of the complementary aggregated social group within the population is (-a i ) The coefficient a i represents the inequality of selection processes results for individuals of a given social group (for instance individuals of manual origin) in comparison with individuals from the complementary set within the whole population (for instance individuals of nonmanual origin). These coefficients (a i ) and (-a i ) do not depend on the relative sizes (m i ) and (1-m i ) of the social groups they respectively represent within the population.
Relation with Gini coefficients
The a i coefficients of inequality can be fruitfully compared with Gini coefficients. Let partition the whole population into two complementary groups distinguishing the social origins Ci with the greatest chances of access to a particular set of favored social destinations and the social origins C Ni with the lowest chances of access to these positions. The most significant partition separates social categories with a negative coefficient of inequality and categories with a positive one: a i is maximum.
Let (-a i ) and (+a i ) be the respective coefficients of inequality of two sub-populations as defined above with a i >0; let x j be the proportion of the favored social destinations and m i be the proportion of the social origins Ci within the whole population. The equation of the (d i ) straight line approximating the relative opportunity distribution of the individuals from C i is:
Let C i (x j ) be the proportion of the social origins Ci within the favored social destinations:
It can be easily demonstrated 9 that the Gini coefficient G ij in this case distinguishing two social sub-
Then we have the following relation:
This relation consistently expresses these coefficients relative significance:
-the Gini coefficient increases with a i (a i >0) ;
-the Gini coefficient tends towards zero when a i tends towards zero, i.e. when opportunities of access to the favoured social destinations tend to be equalized within the population;
-the Gini coefficient tends towards zero when x j tends towards 1, i.e. as the proportion x j of the set of favoured social destinations increases within the population.
-the relation between the coefficient of inequality a i and the Gini coefficient does not depend on the value of m i .
Relations with odds ratios
Let, as above, x j be the proportion of favoured social positions (C j ) offered on the labor market, and let the cumulative (marginal) odds ratio θ ij establish the comparative chances of individuals originating in one social category C i , as opposed to individuals coming from the rest of the population C Ni of gaining access to the set of social positions (C j ) rather than the complementary set of social positions (C Nj ). θ ij is equal to the ratio between areas (S ij /S iNj )/(S Nij /S NiNj ). Such a ratio may be expressed, according to the variables at play (cf. figure 1) , by the following formula: The ratio C ij of social opportunities for a definite category Ci is equal to the ratio of areas (S ij /S iNj ) (cf. figure 1) .
As θ ij = C ij × S NiNj / S nij , θ ij and C ij are linked by the relation : Table 1 , that all the local odds ratios decrease (cf. Table 2) 11 . This example shows that the variation of all the local odds ratios in one direction does not prove that there is a correlative variation of opportunity inequality when referring to a fixed reference mark of relative opportunity distributions. Table 1 Hypothetical mobility tables for periods P1,P2 
P1
Destination
Discussion
Let summarize the following hypotheses mentioned above:
(i) Social destinations can be divided into two complementary social categories (C j ) and (C Nj ), each of which represents a set of social positions respectively more and less privileged;
(ii) Relative opportunities of access to a set of privileged social categories (C j ) may be measured on the basis of a continuous scale with equal distances from top to bottom at all points of time.
(iii) The distributions of relative social opportunities for individuals from different social origins can be associated with continuous theoretical models which reveal the inequality of social opportunity structure underlying observed mobility.
(iv) The inequality of social opportunity of these distributions may be measured using straight lines
One condition of empirical relevance of the defined opportunity distributions is the preference of individuals for each of the positions in a set (C j ) relative to each of the positions of a complementary set (C Nj ). Such a dichotomy is apparent when inequality of opportunity refers to access versus non access to a specific social good (G). Here, formally, the social good at stake is access to the set (C j ) of privileged social positions and inequality refers to the continuous opportunity of access distributions underlying actual access. In addition, if there is a variation, from one period to another or from one society to another, in the 'distances' between the two sets of social destinations (C j ) and (C Nj ) as a result of changes in the criteria which set them apart, for example income, then preferences tend to a greater or lesser degree to be influenced by a number of external factors. Analysis of both horizontal and vertical mobility will thus show a greater or lesser degree of openness which may be attributed to such general societal characteristics.
Summary and conclusion
Contemporary analyses of social mobility have sought to assess the degree of openness of the mobility process in a comparative perspective. However, when social opportunities are identified by social categories, the mobility models define structural or forced mobility which cannot be controlled for without giving rise to insuperable problems of interpretation. Moreover, measurements of the links between origins and destinations which do not control for this forced mobility, such as odds ratios, lack stable significance with regard to the selection process: changes in the distribution of the destination categories affect the links between these categories and the selection process.
To eliminate structural mobility the method developed here refers to a fixed reference mark of relative opportunity distributions of individuals from the various social origins. These opportunity distributions are assumed to underlie observed access to privileged social positions and are associated with continuous theoretical models.
Within this framework, the only hypothesis required relates to the shape of relative opportunity distribution for individuals in each category. Once these shapes are taken into account, and given the table margins, all that remains is to determine those parameters characterizing the distributions in question which would likely reproduce the social destinations observed. Modelling these distributions by the means of straight lines permits comparisons of inequality in the selection process. In the general case mentioned above, the slopes (a i ) of the lines are exclusive of marginal values. As a result this method can help to develop comparative explanations of the mobility process. Within the limit of the hypotheses outlined above, it permits to differentiate the inequality of individual results of the social selection process from observed links between origin and destination categories. In addition it can help to overcome a lot of other research problems as it authorizes comparisons of opportunity inequality in the process of access to any discrete good, at any point of time. Schooling for instance may represent an important area for its application.
NOTES
1 According to Goldthorpe (2000) this approach "entailed an attempt at partitioning total mobility into two notional components that could actually be identified only at the supra-individual, or macrosocial, level, whereas the mobility table itself was a record of individual cases".
2 They are known as odds-ratios in the literature. These odds ratios establish the comparative chances of individuals originating in one social category, as opposed to individuals originating in another social category, of gaining access to one social position rather than another.
3 Their value does not change when we multiply the lines or the columns of a mobility table by a constant. 4 The log-linear modeling of the data on a contingency table is based on hypotheses on the association structures which link the variables of the table. The results predicted by these models (expected figures position by position) are compared to observed figures. 5 Later research (Eliason et al. 1997 ; Becker et al. 1998 ) tends toward displacement in favor of focus on both analysis of 'structural' mobility (defined as some function of the difference between the origin and destination marginal distributions) and 'association' mobility (that evaluates the dependence of individual's destination on individual's origin). These approaches are based on combining models for marginal distributions with models for the patterns of association. 6 In horizontal mobility analysis, exchanges between two consecutive categories within the social stratification are implicitly equivalent to exchanges between categories far apart. McClendon (1977) critical appraisal is followed here : it is significant that the major categories of socioeconomic classifications are generally ranked according to their average score on a vertical scale. 7 The problem is not only a practical one. Mc Clendon prefers prestige status scores to percentile ranks for instance, which are only ordinal measures. Nevertheless the simple ranking of individuals meets better the idea of selection process net results. For instance, as Mc Clendon stresses it, any difference in the shapes of the origin and destination distributions as measured by a particular prestige scale will be a structural influence on measured mobility that is not eliminated by using standard scores. The demonstration relies on a calculus of areas knowing that the Gini coefficient is twice the area bounded by the concentration curve and the first bisecting line.
10 It can also be noted that they become independent of the margins values only when a i =0, meaning when social origins and destinations are fully independent of one another: their value thereof is then necessarily 1.
11 In a n by n table, the (n 2 -n) 2 /4 local odds ratios are deducible from (n-1) 2 independent ones of them (by multiplication 2 by 2). In addition, as four independent odds ratios decrease here, it is the case for all of the nine.
